A stable supply of power is critical element for reliable traffic signal operation. Battery backup systems are often used to prevent traffic signals from power disruption. Currently, battery backup systems are designed using engineering judgment due to a lack of operational requirements and well-defined performance measures. New high resolution traffic controllers now have the ability to record event based data for power failures and traffic counts at a tenth of a second resolution. Equipped with this high-resolution data, the paper proposes a performance-based investment programming using average annual signal downtime (AASD) over the analysis period as a performance measure. AASD is stochastically estimated using hazard-based duration models developed with power failure data. A volume and functional class weighted stochastic optimization scheme is then presented for a battery backup system project planning by sizing battery capacity to minimize AASD for a network under given budget constraints. 
INTRODUCTION
Battery Backup Systems (BBS) for traffic signals have been widely used at signalized intersections in the U.S. to ensure uninterrupted traffic signal operation. Typically, traffic signal operating agencies use a standard design specification for all BBS implementations. For example, the Texas Department of Transportation requires that all the uninterruptable power supply (UPS) systems in its jurisdiction should be able to power an LED-only intersection at full operation (typical load of 700 watts) for four hours, and then revert to flashing operation (350 watt load) for additional two hours when 40% of battery charge is remaining (1) . The California Department of Transportation requires the BBS to have enough capacity to supply power for full operation of LED signals lights for at least two hours (2). Currently, typical transportation agency practices for BBS investment lack a systematic approach to quantify the impact and requirements of BBS and aid in performance-based investment decisions. After an exhaustive literature review, it was found that commonly available BBS configuration strategies were simplistic and deployment strategies for BBS were rarely available. No performance metric was available in the literature that quantified the impact of BBS on traffic signal power reliability. The BBS project development is not a formalized one with performance-based criteria connecting projects to the goals of traffic signal operation. The simplistic rule of thumb design strategy is often used due to lack of good data and well-defined performance measures, and thus, a BBS might be over-designed at intersections with less power supply issues and a lower power load. Conversely, the battery size deployed may not be sufficient for intersections with long and frequent power failures.
To implement a site-appropriate BBS, it is necessary to study the traffic signal power load profile and power failure history, and design the system based on power demand. According to the guidelines for traffic signal energy back-up systems developed for New York State (3), data on power outage records can greatly benefit the BBS investment programming. The new high resolution traffic controllers now have the ability to record event based data for signal power failures and traffic counts at a tenth of a second resolution (4) . These high resolution data make it possible to develop performance measures for efficient BBS investment programming. This ties BBS implementation into performance-based planning as it is emerging trend in transportation investment programming, aiding in decisions about using limited funds to meet needs (5) . This paper studies traffic signal system reliability using high resolution traffic signal controller data in terms of adequacy of power supply and develops a performance-based BBS investment programming model. Probabilistic models are developed to assess the Annual Average Signal Downtime (AASD) with a log-logistic hazard model used for the power failure duration, and a kernel-based non-parametric hazard model is used for the duration of time-tofailure. s. A volume and road functional class weighted investment programming strategy is then presented, and stochastic optimization tools are used in the presented strategy to design BBS capacity that achieves a maximum power reliability under given budget constraints. A case study is conducted to illustrate the practical application of the method.
TRAFFIC SIGNAL POWER RELIABILITY

Definition of Traffic Signal Power Reliability Metric
According to the definition by the IEEE reliability is the ability of a system or component to perform its required functions under stated conditions for a specified period of time (6) paper extends the definition of power reliability to be used as a performance metric of traffic signal systems. It aims to evaluate traffic signal system reliability in terms of adequacy of power supply.
The Traffic Signal Downtime (TSDT), is defined as the time when a signal system fails to perform its intended function in a specified analysis period due to lack of power supply, and is represented by notation "Ud". If the traffic signal can be automatically restored to the intended operation immediately after power is restored, the downtime (Ud) equals to the duration of the power failure (D). In other cases where the traffic signal needs to be reinitialized to revert to the intended operation, the downtime (Ud) would be the duration of power failure (D) plus the technical response time to reset the signals. AASD, or Average Annual Signal Downtime, is the annual signal downtime averaged over the analysis period.
TSDT Modeling
The subsequent sections present statistical models developed for traffic signal power failures. The models are developed using high resolution signal controller logs collected from 136 signalized intersections in Indiana from April 1, 2012 to April 13, 2014. The high resolution traffic controller logs included intersection name, time of power outage occurred, and time of power restored. In the studied two years, only seven of these 136 intersections had no power failures. There was an average of four failures at each intersection. The intersection with the highest failure rate had 20 failures.
Failure Duration Distribution
A power outage may last several hours, a few minutes, or even just an instant. Usually, power outages of less than five minutes are considered momentary. Power can be restored within moments, but momentary outages may cause power surges that can damage traffic signal equipment. Power outages that last more than five minutes are considered sustained. Sustained outages can cause significant impact (7).
Hazard-Based Duration Model
Hazard-based duration models have their origin in biometrics and industrial engineering, and have been widely used in reliability and economic analyses (8) . Hazard-based duration models have been used to model the duration data encountered in transportation field, such as highway incident duration, shopping activity duration for trip generation, and the time until a vehicle crash occurs (9, 10, 11) . A hazard-based duration model is used to study the conditional probability of a time duration ending at some time t, given that the duration continues until time t (12) . The cumulative distribution function, F (t), is in the following format:
In this equation, P is the probability, T is a random time variable, and t is some specified time. For example, consider the duration of a power outage as beginning when the outage occurs. Equation 1 gives the probability of having a power outage end before time t. The density function of this distribution is with the corresponding hazard function as:
The hazard function, h (t), is the conditional probability that an event will occur between time t and t + dt, given that the event has not occurred up to time t. The survivor function, S (t), is also frequently used in hazard-based duration models. S (t) is the probability that a duration is greater than or equal to some specified time, t. The function is:
One important specification in modeling duration data with hazard-based duration models are the distributional assumptions of the baseline hazard, as the baseline hazard distribution can be either parametric or nonparametric. A number of distributions have been used for fully parametric hazard models, including exponential, Weibull, log-logistic, gamma, and Gompertz. In general, there is little theoretical support for the selection of any particular parametric distribution (9) , and the choice of baseline hazard distribution among parametric and nonparametric distribution is noted as complicated (12) . Parametric models are appropriate when the underlying distribution of duration is known or theoretically justified, whereas nonparametric models are more suitable for a situation where the underlying distribution of duration is not known (13) . There are some distributions used with regularity in reliability analysis, such as the Weibull and log-logistic distributions. Usually, the choice of distribution is made by considering one of the following characteristics (9, 12, 14) :
• The theoretical properties of the distribution are consistent with the analysis conditions and the physics of the studied event.
• The probability density adequately describes the studied event history.
Selection of Baseline Hazard Distribution
In this study, hazard-based duration models are developed for both the duration of traffic signal power failures and the duration of time between successive failures. Individual intersections are assumed to be independent when studying power failures. The duration of traffic signal power failures is rarely studied in literature, and there is a lack of a theory that would recommend a specific baseline hazard distributional assumptions. Therefore, several distributions were tested including exponential, Weibull, gamma, log-normal, and log-logistic distributions.
Field Data Analysis
At the 136 studied intersections, the longest observed power outage lasted more than 28 hours, but most outages were less than 2 hours. The distributions discussed above were fitted to these field data. The exponential, Weibull, gamma, log-normal, and log-logistic distributions were evaluated for the best fit using maximum likelihood estimates (12) . Likelihood ratio tests (12) were conducted to compare the fitness of these distributions. The test statistic of the likelihood ratio test is 2 distributed with degree of freedom of one. Comparing Weilbull distribution to exponential distribution resulted in a test statistic of -22.57, which indicates that the Weibull model is not superior to the exponential model at 95% confidence level. The test statistic for comparing gamma distribution to exponential distribution is -11.75, and the null hypothesis that the gamma model is superior to the exponential model was rejected Zhao at 95% confidence level. The exponential distribution with a simpler density function than the other two was considered.
Log-normal and log-logistic distributions were also explored. The fit of log-logistic model had a much higher value of log-likelihood. Compared to the log-normal distribution, the log-logistic distribution is preferable for hazard-based duration model as it has a closed form for the hazard and survivor functions (12) .
The fitted log-logistic and exponential distributions are compared in in Figure 1 , plotted along with a histogram of the field power outage duration data. The formula for the exponential probability density function is
With > 0, the hazard function is
The hazard function is constant for the exponential distribution implying no duration dependence. In other words, for exponential distribution the probability of power being restored at any given time t is independent of duration of power failure. Thus the conditional probability of a power failure ending in a specific time interval is the same regardless the length of the interval. The probability distribution function of log-logistic distribution with parameters greater than zero is
with corresponding hazard function being
In this equation, is the scale parameter and is the shape parameter.
To compare log-logistic and exponential distributions as the distributional assumption for a hazard-based model for signal power failure duration, the followings steps were performed:
(1) 2 tests to test the fit of the assumed distributions to the field data, (2) A consistency check with the underlying physics of traffic signal power failures.
For the log-logistic distribution, the null and alternative hypotheses of the 2 test are:
The duration data come from a log-logistic distribution with parameters estimated from that data : The duration data are not from a log-logistic distribution The results of this analysis showed that the null hypothesis was accepted at the 95% confidence level with a p value of 0.718. duration data comes from an exponential distribution with a parameter estimated from the data, was rejected at the at the 95% confidence level with a p value of 0.014 Thus the log-logistic model has a better fit to the field data as compared to the exponential model.
In addition, the exponential model has a constant hazard rate and the probability of a duration ending is independent of time. The constant hazard rate is not consistent with the characteristics of power outage duration, as the power can be restored (the failure duration ends) quickly after a momentary power outage, but it usually takes some time to restore the power after a sustained outage. Therefore, the log-logistic distribution was made as distributional assumption of the hazard-based model for studying the traffic signal power failures. The hazard function and survivor function of the log-logistic model are shown in Figure 2 .
The mathematical characteristics of hazard function provide important insights to the underlying behavior of power failures observed at studied traffic intersections. The slope of the hazard function in Figure 2 captures the dependence of the probability of a power outage ending at the length of the outage duration. The hazard increases in duration from zero to an inflection point, = ( − 1) 1/ / ≈ 26 minutes, and decreases towards zero thereafter. This implies that for power outage durations of less than 26 minutes, the hazard function is monotonically increasing, indicating that the probability of the outages ending soon was increasing. This reflects the facts at the studied sites that grid power was easy to be restored from short outages. Usually, the electrical grid can reset automatically to recover from momentary power outages. For outage durations greater than 26 minutes, the hazard function is monotonically decreasing in duration, meaning the longer the power outages last, the less likely it is that it will end soon. This is consistent with the fact that more time and effort is needed to recover from sustained outages, especially for cascading blackouts. The survival probability is decreasing in duration, implying that longer power outages have a lower likelihood of occurrence.
Time to Failure Distribution
To fully characterize traffic signal power failures, information on both failure duration and frequency are necessary. The time elapsed between power outages can be used to calculate the frequency of power outages in a given time period. Here, the time elapsed from when traffic signal power is restored to the time when the next power outage occurs is defined as Time to Failure (TTF). Some distributions are frequently used in reliability analyses for modeling TTF, such as exponential, Weibull, and lognormal distributions (14) . These distributions were fitted to the field data using maximum likelihood estimate for estimating parameters. However, all these fully parametric distributions failed the 2 tests at 95% level of significance. As there was not enough evidence to justify any of the parametric distributional assumptions, a nonparametric hazard model was developed.
The nonparametric approach can model duration data without relying on specific or wellbehaved statistical distributions (12) . A nonparametric density estimation, kernel density estimation, is used to estimate the parameters of the non-parametric hazard model. A kernel is a non-negative function that integrates to one. The kernel is placed on each data point to make a smooth estimate of the probability density function. Assuming that ( 1 , 2 , …, ) are independent and identically distributed samples from an unknown distribution with a probability density function f, the kernel density estimator is Zhao, Sharma, Smaglik 
In this equation, h is the bandwidth and acts as a positive smoothing parameter and K is the kernel that is a symmetric function which integrates to one upon application of the equation. The normal, triangular, box, and Epanechnikov distributions are commonly used as kernel functions, however the result of kernel density estimate often do not change significantly with different kernel functions (15) . The estimated nonparametric models with different kernel function are shown in Figure 3 . The normal kernel was selected for the hazard model as it efficiently produced good estimates in that the function was decreasing in duration and approaching zero when the TTF duration was large. The decreasing hazard indicates the longer the traffic signals operate without having a power failure, the less likely they are going to have one soon. This correlates with the field data.
Reliability Measure
The power outage and TTF duration models developed in the previous section can now be used to stochastically estimate the TSDT. The TSDT duration is not always equal to the duration of power outage. If the traffic signals cannot be restored to normal operation immediately after the power is restored, it takes some time for the maintenance crew to reach the site and reinitialize the signals. A variable, ∆ , is introduced to represent the time needed to dispatch a maintenance crew and re-initialize the traffic signals. Then, the downtime (Ud,i) during the ith power failure in an analysis period T can be estimated as:
is the duration of the i th power failure in the analysis period (T). Assuming ∆ was half hour, the average TSDT at each of the 136 studied intersections was about 3 hours per year. The results indicate a relatively stable supply of power at the studied intersections. All of the studied intersections are located in areas with a well-developed electrical grids.
Simulation of Power Failure History
The proposed BBS sizing design explicitly accounts for the stochastic nature of signal power failures by using Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS). MCS is a random sampling method developed based on the principles of using frequency to approximate probability. MCS randomly samples from probability distributions for each input. MCS can simulate the random effects and provide stochastic estimates of reliability of a system (16) . In this study, MCS is used to predict power system state (up or down) sequence for the analysis period.
MCS samples each input variable for each time step from its probability distribution and predicts the value of the variable. The process repeats until a pre-defined stop criterion is met. The stop criterion can be the maximum number of iterations or the tolerance error. The input variables to MCS include traffic signal power load, power failure rate (transition rate from up state to down state) and the transition rate from system down state to up state, with transition rates used to model the duration and frequency of system states (17) . The MCS uses a uniform random variable to determine the probability of staying in the current system state, and an inverse transform method is used to determine the duration of current state (18) . Then, the Zhao, Sharma, Smaglik duration of the next system state is calculated in similar manner and added to the total simulation time. This process is repeated until the defined simulation time is reached and there are a sufficient number of samples. The following steps are included in the MCS: 1) Assuming the power system is just restored from a failure, the simulation starts with an up state at time T0. The simulation time is updated such that Ts = T0.
2) Generate a uniformly distributed random number X between [0, 1].
3) The transition rate from the present state to the next state at time t is h = h (t), with h(t). When the system transits from up state to down state (TTF to failure), h is the above developed hazard model of TTF at time t. When the system transits from a failure state to an up state (failure to TTF), h is the above developed hazard model of power failure at time t.
4) Assuming the duration of the present system state follows the distribution h(t), the cumulative distribution of this probability density function, H (t), is the cumulative hazard distribution in the hazard-based duration model. The probability of staying in the present state is = ( ) = 1 − ( ), with S(t) as the survivor function. If ( ) = , then the time t can be obtained from the inverse transform, = −1 ( ). 5) Record the duration data. If the present state is in failure state, update the total number of failure states. The simulation time is then updated to Ts = Ts + t.
6) Check the stop criterion. If the stop criterion is reached (the objective simulation time is reached and the maximum iteration is reached, or the coefficient of variation of the cumulative frequency is less than the tolerance error), stop. If not, repeat the procedures starting at step 2) to generate the next power system state.
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
Now that the models have been developed and presented, the overall problem can be addressed, that of investment programming for proper BBS capacity, the objective of which is to find the optimal capacity BBS that minimizes the TSDT within a limited budget. The significant aspect of the proposed method is volume and functional class weighted and reliability-based sizing instead of a uniform capacity for all intersections. The reliability measure is integrated into the model as an inequality constraint.
Estimation of AASD
The AASD for a signalized intersection, without BBS, is estimated using the simulated power failure data from MCS. The AASD estimates for various BBS sizes are then generated using the following approach. The BBS is assumed to be in full charge state at the beginning of the analysis period. During the i th power failure of duration , the energy consumed from battery system, , , is:
where is the capacity of BBS (kWh), DOD is the depth of discharge of the battery, and , is the total energy demand during a power failure. It equals the production of traffic signal power load ( ) and the duration of power failure:
Then, the time needed for the battery to reach full charge after the i th power failure is: where, is the current of the battery charger, is the energy loss during battery charging, and is the BBS system voltage. At the time when the ( + 1) ℎ power failure occurs, the available energy stored in battery ( ) would be:
The total backup energy ( ) for the ( + 1) ℎ power failure equals to the energy stored in the battery, that is:
With this amount of backup energy, the duration of the ( + 1) ℎ power failure becomes:
Then, the signal system downtime during the ( + 1) ℎ power failure is:
Here, ∆ is the time needed for the traffic signals to revert to the intended operation after power is restored. Then, the AASD ( ) can be estimated as:
Here, is the total number of power failures in the analysis period of Y years.
Establishing Relative Importance Weights
In network level BBS programming, it is necessary to explicitly or implicitly assign relative weight to each intersection to reflect its importance compared to the others. For example, to what extent is the reliability improvement at one intersection more important than that at other intersections? Equal weighting can be used for a simple analysis. In this paper, a two-step direct weighting approach is used (19) . This weighing method assigns relative importance weights by road functional classification and Average Daily Traffic (ADT). The ADT are computed using the event logs generated by high resolution traffic signal controllers. The intersections are first classified into category by the function of major approach, and assigned a weight among categories. A weight of 1 is assigned to a reference category, and the weights of other categories are assigned in proportion to their importance compared to the reference category. For example, if the urban minor arterial is used as a reference category, the urban principal arterial might be assigned a weigh greater than 1. If the major and minor approaches are both in important functional class, both approaches can be assigned a weight and the intersection category weight might be calculated by multiply these two weights. In the second step, the traffic volume is used to assign weights within each category Department of Transportation, the BBS is most beneficial at intersections with total volume of all approaches in excess of 20,000 ADT (20) . Using 20,000 ADT as a reference volume with weigh 1, each intersection is assigned a weight in proportion to its ADT compared to the reference ADT. The weight for each intersection (w) can be estimated by = 1 × 2 (19) where, 1 is the weight among categories and 2 is the weight within a category.
Investment Programming Problem Formulation
The problem formulation considers the scenarios from the planning perspective. This scenario has a given budget ( ) for a one-time initial investment. The objective is to maximize the signal network reliability, that is, minimize the overall average annual downtime ( ′ ), which is a weighted sum of the individual AASD ( ′ , ) of the M intersections in the network. The input variables are randomly sampled from their probability distribution, therefore, it is not possible to express the objective function with fixed independent variables. An implicit function including the variables and parameters is used to represent the objective function with the optimization problem presented as:
Subject to:
Here, is the weight for intersection m, is the capacity of BBS at intersection m (kWh), ℎ and ℎ are the hazard functions for power failure duration and TTF duration, respectively.
is the traffic signal power load, is the installed cost of BBS ($/kWh), and is the BBS capacity limit. The first constraint is the budget constraint, and the second is the battery capacity limit due to space constraints at an intersection. Solution Methodology A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used to find the capacities that minimizes the objective functions. GA is developed based on the mechanism of natural selection. The individuals in the population compete with each other and the stronger individual survives. Each individual has a chromosome consisting of genes that represent an individual characteristic (21) . GA is stochastic and has a good chance of searching the entire design space; therefore, it has a very high likelihood of identifying a globally optimal solution (22) . GA was used in this research to find the battery configurations satisfying the optimization criteria. The MCS generates traffic signal power failure estimates including durations of each power failure and TTF in the analysis period. These data are used as input parameters for the optimization model. GA initializes the decision variables, that is, the BBS capacity at each intersection, and then checks the constraints and calculates the objective function using Equation 
CASE STUDY
To illustrate the methodology presented, a case study has been undertaken, the details of which are described in the succeeding sections.
Assumptions
This case study aims to demonstrate the proposed method with a BBS sizing design for 18 intersections in Indiana using the logs from the high resolution traffic controllers. These intersections are in the same district of the INDOT jurisdiction as shown in Figure 4 with an identity number (ID) for each intersection.
Listed below are some important characteristics of the studied system.
• The empirical distributions of power failure duration and TTF duration developed with field data are used as distributional assumptions for the hazard-based duration models with a tolerance error of 0.05 used as the stop criterion of MCS. The time needed to reinitialize traffic signal after power failure, ∆ , is assumed to be thirty minutes. In a typical case when a BBS of fixed capacity is used, the batteries should have a capacity of at least 2.8 kWh to maintain full signal operation for four hours. It would cost $79, 200 to install such a BBS at each of the intersections.
Modeling Results
The objective is to design BBS capacities that minimize the overall weighted AASD with a onetime investment. From the MCS, the AASD at each intersection is about 10 hours. To establish the relative importance weights, the roadways are classified into five functional classes based on INDOT classification: interstate, other freeway and express way, other principal arterial, minor arterial, major collector, and minor collector (23) . The reference functional class, other principal arterial, is assigned a weight of 1. The weights of other classes are defined by an increment or decrement of 0.2 according to their rank compared to the reference class.
Intersections 6 and 7 on the ramps of interstate are assigned a category weight of 1.4, and all other intersections on roadways in other principal arterial class are assigned a category weigh of 1.The weights within each functional class are assigned based on total ADT of all approaches with weight 1 for 20,000 ADT. The ADT for each intersection is also shown in Figure 4 . The weighted AASD at each intersection is about 33 hours.
With an investment of $80,000, all the 18 intersection can achieve uninterrupted full signal operation (zero downtime).The total BBS installed cost is about $76,695. Compared to installing a 2.8 kWh BBS at each intersection, the optimization solution provides high reliability at lower cost. If this level of performance is not desired, the weighted AASD per intersection could be 3.6 hours with $60,000 budget and 8. with BBS installation for each intersection in these two budget conditions are also reported in Figure 4 .
To design the BBS capacity while minimizing the weighted AASD, GA is used to solve the optimization problem under budgets constraints of $80,000, $60,000 and $40,000, respectively. The determined BBS capacities in these budget conditions are shown in Figure 4 .b. The AASD increases with the decreasing of budget. When budget was not sufficient, GA preferred the intersections with high relative importance weights. Intersections 6and 7 are assigned high weights because they are located on the ramps of interstate highways that intersect with other principal arterials, and the ADT is also high. Intersections 2, 5, 10, 12, 14, 15 and 18 have higher weight because of the higher ADT than the others. These intersections were given enough BBS capacity to obtain zero downtime in all three budget conditions. The results seem supportive of the thought that higher relative importance weights lead to higher priority in BBS capacity selection, hence ensuring higher reliability. For intersections with similar weight, the optimization prefers the most cost-effective design that minimized the objective function. By changing the weight scheme, it is possible to integrate user-specific criteria into the analysis, such as intersection geometry, safety measure, and signal repair response time into the optimization model. The results also indicates that the weight assignments impact project fund allocation and therefore weight establishment is an important part of the programming analysis.
CONCLUSION
This paper develops a methodology to assist BBS investment by sizing the capacity of a BBS by considering both traffic signal operation and budget requirements. The hazard-based duration models are developed to aid in evaluating the potential benefit of BBS, and in optimizing the BBS investment by understanding the attributes of traffic signal power failures. An analysis comparing the volume and functional class weighted AASD at different intersections could help to select BBS installation locations and determine the installation priority. This performancebased method would increase the efficiency of BBS project planning and help to guide the investment toward the regional goals and objective of traffic operation.
While this paper developed a stochastic method for investment programming of BBS for traffic signals, the method shown can be used for BBS project planning for other ITS applications without the loss of generality, including network level planning or individual project development. The method combines MCS and GA to take into account of the stochastic characteristics of input variables. Use of this method could help transportation agencies make more informed decision on BBS investment.
Lastly, it should be noted that this research focuses on the operational reliability of traffic signals only in terms of average signal downtime. The effects of traffic signal equipment failures are not considered, but they can be added within the model framework if sufficient field data are available to establish appropriate models for these equipment failures. Both this area and that discussed in the preceding paragraph would be a good area for future work in this venue.
